METHODS

- There is a gap within current knowledge, research and practice regarding the holistic assessment of WRRS safety systems and practice.
- The multi-level Organisational Driving Safety Systems Analysis (ODSSA) tool was developed for assessing WRRS safety systems.
- Developed from extensive consultation, practice and informed by theoretical models and frameworks the ODSSA utilises a case study methodology and includes multiple information sources.

RESULTS

- Limited WRRS documentation
- No WRRS induction
- Crash reporting, recording, investigation poorly undertaken
- No guidelines regarding driver infringements or repeat offenders
- No WRRS communication & consultation
- Interviews/Focus Groups
- Executive & Operational Management
- Employees/Drivers & Contractors
- Supervisors Team Leaders
- Observations of Organisation’s Work-Related Road Safety

- Vehicle pre-start checks undertaken inconsistently
- Vehicle Inspections
- Site Inspections
- Psychosocial Measures
- Organisational Driving Behaviours & Attitudes
- Organisational Work-Related Road Safety Systems and Processes
- Review of Organisational Records, Documentation & Initiatives
- Staff & Contractor
- Operational Processes
- Crash & Incident Data
- Intervention Strategy Evaluations
- Policy & Procedure Documentation

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

- The ODSSA tool was pivotal in determining the extent of WRRS policy, procedures, processes and practice within the participating organisation.
- Results suggest that the ODSSA tool may be applicable to a wide range of organisational fleet environments to assess WRRS, associated safety systems and inform strategies to reduce organisational work driving risk.
- Within the organisation there was a lack of recognition and prioritisation of the dangers and risks associated with work-related driving with the same consideration as other workplace hazards.
- The organisation failed to adequately allocate effective ownership and accountability for WRRS operations, with many in management neglecting commitment and support for fundamental aspects of their respective WRRS system.
- A further data collection stage for the ODSSA is currently under development, which involves including a process that provides a baseline indicator of the level where the organisation is in regard to safety development. The psychosocial measures stage will enable the quantitative evaluation of potential influences to work driving safety such as organisational culture, attitudes and motivations.
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